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Industrial, Manufacturing, and Distribution

RELATED AREAS

Bankruptcy, Creditors’ Rights &
Business Reorganizations

Business & Commercial
Litigation

Cannabis Law

Corporate and Commercial
Transactions

Creditors’ Rights Litigation

Emerging Companies

Environmental

Financial Crime Compliance

Financial Institutions

Franchise Law

General Litigation

Immigration

Insurance Coverage Disputes &
Bad Faith Claims

Intellectual Property,
Technology, Media and
Telecommunications

Labor & Employment Law

Loan Workouts and
Restructuring

Mergers & Acquisitions

Neutral Arbitrators and
Mediators

Real Estate

Workers' Compensation

At Bressler, we have a wealth of experience helping industrial,
manufacturing, and distribution companies build value, protect wealth, and
generate sustainable results. With a deep understanding of the legal,
practical and fundamental sides of the industry, our team helps clients to
overcome the challenges brought on by the multi-faceted regulatory
environment of the distribution and manufacturing sector.

Our team understands the speed at which economic and regulatory change
can impact a manufacturing and distribution client’s supply chain,
productivity, capital sources, and tax liabilities. The team’s comprehensive
and multidisciplinary experience, coupled with our proactive and
collaborative approach, provides our industry clients with timely, results-
oriented representation. Our litigators have extensive experience in complex
matters, having tried hundreds of cases at all levels of state and federal
courts and in commercial arbitrations throughout the country.

Our interdisciplinary team represents various industry participants including
manufacturers and distributors of a variety of commercial and consumer
products, waste management entities, recycling services businesses,
fabrication companies, transportation and logistics providers, as well as
investors and lenders to such market participants. We also provide
comprehensive representation and legal advisory services to a variety of
sub-sectors in the industrials, manufacturing and distribution industries
such as food and beverage, chemicals, plastics, fabricated metals, and
textiles.

Our team of counselors and litigators has experience in multiple legal
disciplines that directly impact companies in the industrial sector, and
actively advise industry clients in all aspects of their businesses, including:

■ Banking and Finance
■ Business Formation and General Corporate work
■ Business Disputes and Contractual Issues
■ Business Torts
■ Business Visas and related Immigration Needs
■ Capital Markets
■ Commercial Transactions
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■ Compliance
■ Dispute Resolution
■ Environmental Law
■ Employment Counseling, including Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Department

of Labor (DOL) regulations and worksite investigations
■ Franchising
■ General Liability
■ Insurance Disputes and Recoveries
■ Mergers and Acquisitions
■ Tax
■ Real Estate
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